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1 Summary

This document describes the Multi-resolution Cervical Cell dataset and how it
was compiled. In this dataset, a number of images acquired from Papanicolaou
(Pap)-test images can be found. The Pap-test is a diagnostic test developed
for the detection of pre-malignant cellular changes. This dataset constitutes an
effort to image a number of fields of view from the Pap-test specimen in vari-
ous optical resolutions. This allows for comparative studies, aimed at gaining
a better understanding regarding what information can be found at different
resolution levels, to be performed. A summary of the content of the dataset can
be seen in Table 1.

Table 1: Properties for the dataset.

No. specimen 13
No. fields of view 55

No. segmented cells 383
Image size 1344 × 1024 pixels

Image format 8-bit grayscale TIFF
Total size of dataset 11.5 GB or

6.82 GB compressed

2 Material

The biological material consisted of 13 Pap-test specimen, each of which had
been screened and graded by cytology professionals (see Appendix). Image ac-
quisition was performed using an Olympus BX51 bright-field microscope equipped
with a Hamamatsu ORCA-05G 1.4 Mpx monochrome camera The microscope
light path was filtered using a 570 nm bandpass filter (20 nm passband). The
microscope was fitted with an E-662 Piezo server controller and actuator (Physik
Instrumente GmbH & Co. KG, Karlsruhe, Germany). This allowed for Z -axis
step control with a 0.1 µm resolution during image acquisition. To acquire im-
ages at various resolutions a selection of objectives and camera adapters were
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Table 2: List of objectives and camera adapters available for the acquisition of
the multi-resolution dataset.

Objectives Adapters

20×, 0.40 NA 0.63×
20×, 0.50 NA 1.00×
20×, 0.75 NA
40×, 0.95 NA

Table 3: List of objective and adapter combinations used to acquire images for
the multi resolution dataset as well as the resulting effective pixel size.

Objective Objective Camera adapter Effective
magnification NA magnification pixel size (µm)

20 0.40 0.63 0.50
20 0.75 0.63 0.50
20 0.40 1.00 0.32
20 0.50 1.00 0.32
20 0.75 1.00 0.32
40 0.95 0.63 0.25
40 0.95 1.00 0.16

available. These have been listed in Table 2. Subsequent post processing has
been performed in the Matlab environment version R2011b1 in conjunction
with the DIPimage image processing toolbox2.

3 Image Acquisition

Each field of view has been imaged at seven different resolutions, created by
combining the available objectives and camera adapters as has been listed in
Table 3. Much effort was spent to assure that as little rotational variation as
possible existed between images acquired at different resolution. Each field of
view was imaged a total of 21 times, with each image being offset 0.2 µm in
the Z direction. This assured that in-focus information is available over the
entire image field. For each image stack, an extended depth-of-focus (EDOF)
algorithm, suggested by Forster et al. [1], was used to create a single image
where all in-focus information from the stack has been merged. In total, 55
fields of view have been acquired from the 13 specimen. An example of a field
of view captured in all available resolution levels is seen in Figure 1.

1Matlab developed by MathWorks, http://www.mathworks.com/
2DIPimage developed by Cris Luengo et al., http://www.diplib.org/
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Figure 1: Example of a field of view captured in the resolution levels specified
in Table 3.
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4 Nucleus annotation and segmentation

In the highest resolution images for each field of view, markers were manually
placed inside the boundary of free lying nuclei. The markers serve as seeds for
a seeded watershed algorithm. However, prior to segmentation, marker coor-
dinates needed to be scaled and translated to match the remaining resolution
levels. This is achieved by scaling the EDOF image from the highest resolution
stack to match the EDOF images for the remaining resolutions. Using a sliding
window algorithm, where a correlation score is calculated at each position, the
correct offset could be obtained. By scaling and offsetting the manually placed
marker coordinates, a seeded watershed could then be used to achieve segmen-
tation at all resolution levels. An example of a segmented cell as it appears in
all resolution levels is seen in Figure 2.

4.1 File organization

The database is organized in a folder structure that has been illustrated below.

multiresolution/

Cell stacks

ML11-190 01 001.mat

. . .
Flats/

ML11-190 01 20x 0.63x 0.40.tif

. . .
Labelled/

ML11-190 01 20x 0.63x 0.40.tif

. . .
Stacks/

ML11-190/

ML11-190 01/

20x 0.63x 0.40/

stack 000.tif

. . .
stack 020.tif

. . .
40x 1x 0.95/

stack 000.tif

. . .
stack 020.tif

stack data.mat

. . .
. . .

Most files and folders follow a specific naming convention structured as

[ID] [Field No.] [Objective mag.] [Camera adapter mag.] [NA]

where [ID] is the specimen identification number, [Field No.] the field of
view number, [Objective mag.] and [Camera adapter mag.] refer to the
microscope objective and camera adapter magnification respectively and [NA]
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Figure 2: Nucleus imaged in seven resolutions and uppsampled to match
the highest resolution. Specific optical compositions from top to bottom;
left to right: 20x0.63x0.40, 20x0.63x0.75; 20x1x0.40, 20x1x0.50; 20x1x0.75,
40x0.63x0.95; 40x1x0.95.
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is the numerical aperture of the objective. An example of an image named
according to this notation is

ML11-190 01 20x 0.63x 0.40.tif.

This means that the image is field of view number 01, from specimen ML11-190
and that it was acquired using the 20×, 0.40 NA objective paired with the 0.63×
camera adapter. For some situations, a shorter naming convention is used that
looks as follows

[ID] [Field No.] [Object No.]

This notation is used when information from all resolution combinations have
been pooled into a single data structure. In the following sections, each folders
contents will be described in more detail.

4.1.1 Folders: Cell stacks

The Cells folder contains 383 Matlab formatted data (.mat) files. Each file
contains three data variables:

grays - The complete focus stack of each resolution for a single, cut out nucleus.

masks - The segmentation mask for each resolution, obtained from a seeded
watershed segmentation that was run on an EDOF image.

indices - The z-index where the best focus can be found for each focus stack
in grays. This was calculated by taking the sum of the gradient values
for each image in a focus stack and choosing the highest value as being
the best focus.

For all three variables, the dimension that corresponds to the seven resolu-
tion steps is ordered as: 20x0.63x0.40, 20x0.63x0.75, 20x1x0.40, 20x1x0.50,
20x1x0.75, 40x0.63x0.95, 40x1x0.95.

4.1.2 Folders: Flats

The Flats folder contains 385 (55 fields of view × 7 resolution levels) .tif

images named according to the full naming convention given above. Each image
constitutes an EDOF generated from the corresponding field of view.

4.1.3 Folders: Labelled

The Labelled folder also contains 385 .tif images named according to the
full naming convention given above. These images are paired to the images
with corresponding names in the Flats folder and contain labelled segmentation
masks for marked nuclei. The labels are synced between the various resolutions,
meaning that each specific nucleus retains its label in all resolution images linked
to a specific field of view.

4.1.4 Folders: Stacks

The Stacks folder contains a nested structure containing all the focus stacks for
the available resolution steps. As is seen in the file-tree above, the data is first
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divided based on specimen identity, then on field of view number and finally
on specific optical configuration. At the lowest level the focus stack images can
be found. These are named as stack 000, stack 001, . . . , stack 020. In the
highest resolution level (40x 1x 0.95) for each field of view, an extra file can
be found named stack data.mat. This file contains two variables, stack data

and stack info. The stack info variables contain the specimen name and the
field of view coordinates on the specimen. The stack data variable contains
data related to the markers that have been manually placed. Most of this
information can be disregarded for this application. The only data that is valid
for the images in this dataset is the coordinate triplet. The first two values give
the x and y coordinates for the marker. The third value shows at which focus
level the marker was placed. This can generally be ignored.

5 Availability

The dataset is available as 7-zip3 archives online via the author’s personal web
page at the Centre for Image Analysis:

http://www.cb.uu.se/∼patrik/multiresolution/

Alternatively, contact the author directly.

6 How to Reference the Dataset

If you use the texture dataset in your research or in any other way, please refer
to it as:

P. Malm, Multi-resolution Cervical Cell Dataset, Centre for Image
Analysis, Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences and Uppsala
University, Technical report (Blue series) No. 37.
Available online at: www.cb.uu.se/∼patrik/multiresolution/
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Appendix - Slide diagnoses

In the following table the Bethesda grading of the supplied dataset can be seen.

Specimen ID Bethesda grading

ML11-190 NILM
ML11-524 HSIL
ML11-913 NILM
ML11-937 NILM
ML11-1127 NILM
ML11-1140 HSIL
ML11-1416 NILM
ML11-1527 HSIL
ML11-1640 NILM
ML12-67 NILM
ML12-248 NILM
ML12-451 NILM
ML12-525 HSIL
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